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JSS INTERNATIONAL 
SCHOOL -DUBAI 

 

 

As a part of the Inclusion and 
Guidance department, it is our 
responsibility to look forward 
for the wellness of students and 
parents of JSS International 
School we take immense 
pleasure in presenting this 
Newsletter which tells you 
exactly how to go keep 
yourselves up in these trying 
situations that is laid upon us. 

 

U N LO CK  Y O UR S E LF  TH IS  
L O C K DO W N I N  ST Y L E !  

 
Put workout as an essential  

Part of  your . 

 

 

 

D O  I T  T H E  TR AD I T IO N A L  
W AY  

 
Surya Namaskar or Sun Salutation is a 

combination of 12 yoga poses. 
 

FINISH READING ON PG. 2 

 

Stay Connected!! 
It's so important for our mental health to 

try and stay connected with others 
during lockdown. 

So here’s how you can keep in touch. 

FINISH READING ON PG. 3 
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Do it The Traditional Way 

 
Stay Connected!! 

 
 

You do not need external props to do this exercise and it not only helps to lose 
that extra fat around the belly but also helps tone and shape up. Along with the 
physical benefits, it also reduces moods swings and brings more emotional 
stability which is of utmost importance during these times.  

So when to do this Asana?????? Any time of the day.  

What should be the speed of doing it? Is a personal choice.  
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Doing activities together online  

Someone I know started doing a weekly quiz with friends 
over an online meeting platform – this helps to boost the 
mood, keep us distracted and stay connected. It’s our 
personal choice how long we want it to be but it is 
something to look forward to in such difficult times. 

 
 
 
 

 

Celebrating happy occasions  

Birthdays…Anniversaries … 
This is a time when families and friends all unite and 
celebrate. Do not let the virus be a barrier! It is so 
simple to connect the family and friends together to 
celebrate. You can create a video-call group chat and 
sing ‘Happy Birthday’ over the phone. 
 

Above all, let's be there for each other.  

Remember to look out for your friends and family, 
neighbors who might be finding this time difficult and 
do your best to make sure they’re safe. We must try to 
lift each other up at the moment to ensure that we all 
get through this together - which we will.   

#inthistogether 
 

Video Calls 

Make video calls to your family, friends, or those who 
may be isolated alone. Keep each company.  
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Under pressure; The Stress of Being an Online Student and How to Beat It 

Stress can impact almost every aspect of a person’s health and has been linked to 
conditions as varied as hypertension, headaches, infertility, asthma attacks, and 
weakened immune systems. Unfortunately, stress can be a common occurrence for many 
higher grade students. 

Stress can be managed though. The next time you feel a tension headache coming on or 
your shoulders tightening into knots, try some of the following techniques to conquer 
stress: 

Create a Realistic Schedule:  

Prioritize the tasks and allocate time to each one. It’s important to be realistic. If you 
know a job will take two hours, don’t try to squeeze it into a one-hour timeframe. That 
will only cause further stress down the road when you inevitably miss your deadline. 

Set Aside Time for Relaxation:  

No matter how crowded your schedule is, make sure you include some time to relax. It 
doesn’t need to be a huge chunk of time – even a few minutes dedicated to meditation or 
deep breathing can help to relieve stress. Think about which activities clear your head 
and bring you peace. These are your personal stress-busters and they are important to 
your well-being. 
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Connect with Other Students (friends): 

One of the unique challenges online students 
sometimes face is a feeling of isolation. If you’re 
not sitting in a classroom and seeing other 
students face to face, you can begin to feel like 
you’re all alone. Fortunately, JSS International 
School students have a whole network of 
sympathetic ears available to you.  

Get up and Exercise:  

The Mayo Clinic notes that “virtually any form of 
exercise, from aerobics to yoga, can act as a stress 
reliever.” Exercise floods your body with 
endorphins which naturally elevate your mood. 
That pump you feel after a great workout? Those 
are endorphins at work. Regular exercise will 
also improve your ability to get a good night’s 
sleep, which is another key to combatting stress 
 
Focus on the Why:  

It’s always easier to get through a rough patch if 
you can envision an end goal. When you’re 
starting to feel stressed about your coursework, 
take a moment to ask yourself what is my aim? 
What prompted you to seek that subject/stream? 
You will reflect strong answers. 
 
There is always going to be stress associated with college, but it doesn’t have to 
overwhelm you. With a little relaxation and focus, you can pass the stress test. 

When unable to manage be ensured that you are always taken care in JSS International 
School. The school counsellor is always available to reach out on call and on mails to 
help overcome any obstacles which disrupt your routine and mental health. You are in 
safe hands. 

Dr.Prithvi ;School Counsellor please contact: 0525359336 

hod.send@jssisdubai.co 




